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Turbulent wakes of fractal objects
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Turbulence of a windtunnel flow is stirred using objects that have a fractal structure. The strong turbulent
wakes resulting from three such objects which have different fractal dimensions are probed using multiprobe
hot-wire anemometry in various configurations. Statistical turbulent quantities are studied within inertial and
dissipative range scales in an attempt to relate changes in their self-similar behavior to the scaling of the fractal
objects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The self-similar structure of turbulence underli
Kolmogorov’s well-known 1941 theory. In a modern ge
metrical phrasing of this theory, turbulent dissipation wou
be organized on a space-filling fractal set. In the same v
small-scale intermittency results if this set is no longer sp
filling.

It is broadly believed that fully developed turbulenc
when given enough time, creates its fractal structureby itself,
no matter how the turbulent flow is excited. An intriguin
idea is to impose a self-similar structure on the flow,
example, by creating turbulence in the wake of a fractal
ject. The question is whether the imprint of the excitation c
be seen in the turbulent structure of the wake. In other wo
whether the scaling properties of the object can determine
least for some time, the scaling properties of the turbul
wake that is shed off the object. Thus, we may be able
directly influence the scaling exponents of fully develop
turbulence and their related turbulence dissipation field. A
practical application, this idea may lead to improved turb
lence generators and objects with novel drag propertie
should be noted that a direct influence of the fractal stirr
on the scaling properties of the velocity field was demo
strated in the context of a reduced-mode model~the GOY
model! @1#.

Preliminary experiments by Queiros-Conde and Vassili
@2# have hinted such an effect, but the structure functio
used were rather unorthodox. The problem was that th
quantities made it difficult to unravel the effect of the fini
size of the fractal object from the effect of its scale invaria
structure. In the present study, we attack this problem
measuring energy spectra and longitudinal as well as tr
verse structure functions. Our conclusion is that there ma
a direct relation between the scaling properties of the fra
object and the turbulence that it creates. While the la
conclusion may not sound firm, we believe that it is intere
ing to expose the caveats and ambiguities of the experim
tal techniques used to reach it.

The fractal turbulence generators used are those of
@2#. They have~necessarily! finite size and create very stron
turbulence. We demonstrate that it is precisely these two
cumstances that make it difficult to establish a direct relat
1063-651X/2003/67~6!/066306~8!/$20.00 67 0663
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between the scaling of the generator and the scaling of
turbulent wake it sheds.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our fractal objects are self-similar constructions with t
smallest scales limited to 1 mm by manufacturing constra
~see Ref.@2# for a full description of these objects!. With the
sizeL of the fractal objects ranging between 17 and 37 c
the number of iterations is limited to 4. A schematic view
these objects is provided in Fig. 1~a!. The wake of three
objects of increasing fractal dimension~2.05, 2.17, 2.40!
placed in the 0.7 m30.9 m section of the tunnel was gene
ated with a laminar flow that reaches 22 ms21 in an empty
windtunnel. The measurements were done with a rake o
hot-wire probes at different positions behind the fractal o
jects. Different orientations of the objects themselves w
respect to the direction of the incoming flow of the windtu
nel were used. The possible measurement configurations
sketched in Fig. 1~b!.

The wakes of the fractals are strongly turbulent, a feat
that challenges the application of hot-wire anemometry. H
wire sensors cannot discriminate between positive and n
tive fluid velocities, along thex direction @see Fig. 1~b!#, u
and 2u. In particular, the sensor information is ambiguo
as to the direction of the velocity in a plane perpendicular
the wire if the relative turbulent fluctuations,u/U andv/U,
are large@whereU is the time-averaged fluid velocity in th
x direction andv is the fluid velocity in they direction—see
Fig. 1~b!#. Despite these disadvantages, hot-wire anemo
etry is still the only way to obtain statistically accurate me
surements of the small-scale velocity field in strong turb
lence. All standard turbulence statistics presented here a
terms of spatial velocity incrementsu(x1r ,t)2u(x,t) at
equal times. Time-dependent measurements at a fixed sp
location are interpreted as space-dependent velocities u
Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis. The validity of th
assumption depends on the turbulence levelsu8/U andv8/U
~where primes indicate rms levels!. As discussed later in this
paper, the violation of the frozen turbulence hypothesis le
to subtle but significant changes of the spectrum at la
wave numbers. If our fractal objects could have infinite
many generations, the stirring of turbulence would be sc
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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invariant at scales well within the size of the object. Ho
ever, due to the flow reversal problem, the probe array c
not be placed closer to the objects than a distance app
mately equal to its sizeL. Consequently, the largest leng
scale of the object is always in view, and the flow statist
are unavoidably influenced by the largest scale. This circu
stance interferes with the geometrical scaling of the ob
and is responsible for at least part of the experimental ob
vations, as we argue in the following section.

The large-scale imprint on the flow can be altered by
tating the fractal object with respect to the mean velocity. F
example, the primary large-scale iterations of the fractal
be shielded by the smaller-scale iterations by rotating
fractal so that its diagonal axis@axis d in Fig. 1~b!# is ori-
ented parallel to the mean flow’sx direction. A key point of
this work is to separate this large-scale imprint from genu
effects of the object’s fractal structure, something which@2#
did not do. An overview of the experiments is given in Tab
I. Most experiments were done on the objects with frac
dimensions D52.05 and D52.17. The object withD
52.40, which is more space filling than the other two, ha
very turbulent wake, and to avoid flow reversals, measu

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic representation of the self-similar constr
tion of the fractal objects.~b! Fractal object in a typical measure
ment configuration. The arrow indicates the direction of the win
tunnel flow; the different axes considered are denoted byu, l, andd.
In the actual fractal object shown in~a!, the cubes are replaced b
self-similar copies of the object. For test purposes, an object w
out this fractal filling was constructed, which can therefore
viewed as a fractal where the self-similar structure was stop
after one iteration.
06630
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ments could only be done at relatively large distances fr
the object,x/L>3. In Sec. V, we report the results of exper
ments on a test object. In order to compare fractal and n
fractal stirring, the test object@see Fig. 1~b!# has the same
large-scale structure as theD52.17 object, but the structur
on smaller scales is not filled in: it is a truncated fractal.

In order to study the imprint of the large-scale structure
a single object on the wake, we have done experiments w
theD52.05 object at various orientations with respect to t
mean flow and the probe array at two positions relative to
object’s geometric center. In the diagonal orientation@axis d
in Fig. 1~b! aligned with the mean flow in thex direction#,
the projection of the fractal object on a plane perpendicu
to the mean flow is more homogeneous. With the veloc
probes in the upper position, the support of the fractal is
view ~not shown in the figure!, therefore, most of the experi
ments were done behind the lower lobes of the fractal@posi-
tion l in Fig. 1~b!#. The array of velocity sensors was or
ented perpendicular to the mean flow direction and the
independent hot-wire sensors were placed such that the
distances were distributed approximately exponentially. C
sequently, the probes crowd in the center part of the arra

Each of the wires used has a sensitive length of 200mm
and was operated by a computerized constant tempera
anemometer. The velocity signals were low-pass filtered
10 kHz and sampled synchronously at 20 kHz. Each run w
preceded by a calibration procedure, in which the voltage
air velocity conversion for each wire was measured usin
calibrated nozzle. The resulting 10 calibration tables w
updated regularly during the run to allow for a~small! tem-
perature increase of the air in our recirculating windtunn
Adequate statistical convergence was ensured by collec
velocity readings over 63106 integral time scales in runs
that lasted for'2 h. Repeated runs gave precise reprod
tion of measured statistics.

-

-

-

d

TABLE I. The measurements are grouped depending on
fractal dimensionD of the object. For each object, different pos
tions in the turbulent wake are probed, with the letters referring
Fig. 1. The object with dimension 3 is a test object that has the s
large-scale structure as theD52.17 object, but which is truncate
after one iteration.

D x/L Configuration Rel u8/U

2.05 1 l 230 0.21
1.5 d 210 0.13
2 l 345 0.20
2 u 370 0.23

2.8 l 310 0.16
2.17 1 l 175 0.61

2 l 220 0.34
2 l 215 0.33
3 l 250 0.20

2.40 3 l 250 0.43
5 l 650 0.18

3 1 l 300 0.25
1.8 l 310 0.16
2.6 l 315 0.12
6-2
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III. DEPENDENCE ON ORIENTATION

Our purpose is to unravel the finite-size effect of the fra
tal stirrer on its turbulent wake from the effect of its sca
invariant structure. As the finite-size effect of the stirrer c
be expected to depend on its orientation and position w
respect to the velocity sensor, we systematically studied
turbulent wake of one fractal object (D52.05) at a fixed
separation from that object (x/L52), but at different orien-
tations and with the velocity probes at different vertical p
sitions relative to the object (l andu). These configurations
are schematically indicated in Fig. 1~b!, with the object: di-
agonal (d), horizontal with the velocity probes behind th
upper lobe (u), and horizontal with the velocity probes be
hind the lower lobe (l ). The properties of the turbulen
wakes in each of these three configurations are indicate
Table I, and the turbulent intensity profiles are drawn in F
2. The diagonal orientation not only has the most homo
neous wake and the lowest turbulence levels but also ha
smallest turbulence Reynolds number. We conclude that
profiles of the turbulence intensity vary considerably w
the orientation of the object.

An overview of the spectra of theu velocity across the
wake is given in Fig. 3. There is a cleark25/3 scaling range
with a bump at low frequencies reflecting the coherent sh
ding of vortices. A remarkable observation is that the sh
ding is very weakly pronounced. In the remainder
this paper, we only show longitudinal spectra and struct
functions from the center wire, where the velocity profi
is most homogeneous. Throughout, we normalize
turbulence quantities on dissipation scales,k* 5kh/2p,
E* 5E( f )(2p/U)^e&22/3h25/3, where h is the Kol-
mogorov length scale,̂e& is the mean dissipation rate, an
f is the frequency.

The different smallk behaviors are more obvious whe
the spectra are compensated byk5/3 and plotted in linear-
logarithmic axes, as in Fig. 4. The large-scale region of
spectrum for the object oriented horizontally contains m
energy than that for the object oriented diagonally, while
spectra have a well-defined scaling region. Spectra show
large-scale contamination of the wakes by the large scale

FIG. 2. Turbulence intensity profiles for different configuratio
of the D52.05 object, recorded at fixed separationx/L52.
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the object as low-frequency bumps. This large-scale c
tamination is virtually absent when the object is diagona
orientated, but Rel is too small in that orientation to yield a
clear scaling range in structure functions, as shown late
this section. For large wave numbersk* *0.1, the spectra of
this object become independent of orientation and posi
and collapse. Therefore, this part of the spectrum might
flect the intrinsic self-similar structure of the object and m
be used to discriminate stirrers with different fractal dime
sions. This avenue is explored, in detail, in Sec. IV.

The second-order longitudinal structure functionG2
L(r ) is

the Fourier companion of the longitudinal spectrum. Still,
is useful to present it because we also have access to
transverse second-order structure functionG2

T(r ). Combin-
ing G2

L(r ) and G2
T(r ) gives access to the anisotropy of th

wake. The exponents of the longitudinal structure functio
appear to be close to values normally encountered for
proximately homogeneous and isotropic turbulence. We
tain z2

L50.73, 0.78, and 0.76 for thed, l, andu configura-
tions, respectively.

In the customary longitudinal measurement configurat
used so far, velocity incrementsDu(r ) are measured over

FIG. 3. Turbulence spectra behind fractal objectD52.05 at
x/L52 and configurationl. The low wave number bump in the
spectra is more prominent in the central part of the wake.

FIG. 4. The compensated longitudinal spectra for different o
entations of theD52.05 object and separationx/L52. The low
wave number peak is more pronounced for configurationsu and l.
6-3
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separationr , where r points in the same direction as th
measured velocity componentu. Separationsr then follow
from time delayst by invoking Taylor’s frozen turbulence
hypothesis r 5Ut. When the turbulence inhomogenei
across the wake is not too large, it is possible to measure
transverse structure functions with the true separation ve
r oriented perpendicularly toU. The transverse second-ord
structure function scaling exponent is higher for the m
inhomogeneousu configuration (z2

T;0.80), while for orien-
tation d there is no clear indication of a scaling range b
cause the Reynolds number is too small in that case.

In isotropic turbulence, the transverse and longitudi
structure functions are related through

G̃2
T5G2

L1
r

2

dG2
L

dr
. ~1!

The ratioR(r )5G2
T/G̃2

T between the directly measuredG2
T

and that computed using Eq.~1! is a measure of the aniso
ropy. Figure 5 shows the anisotropy of the wake for the th
configurations used. As we use theu component in both lon-

FIG. 5. Anisotropy ratios for different orientations ofD52.05
object, measured at separations close tox/L52 behind the object.

FIG. 6. Third-order structure functions for different orientatio
of theD52.05 object at separationx/L52. Nonhomogeneous con
figurationsl andd yield apparent scaling exponents larger than o
The horizontal line compares these results with theS3(r )5
24/5̂ e&r Kolmogorov prediction.
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gitudinal and transverse structure functions,R(r ) is trivially
1 for larger in homogeneous turbulence. The relatively lar
fluctuations ofR(r ) in theu configuration are not due to lac
of statistics, but are a consequence of the flow inhomoge
ity across the wake. The horizontal axis of Fig. 5 correspo
to separationsyi2yj between probes, whereyi andyj are the
locations of the probes. Separationsyi2yj may be close to
separationsyk2yl , but the probes may be in very differen
regions of the wake. In the diagonal configuration, the wa
is more homogeneous and the fluctuations inR(r ) are
smaller.

The third-order longitudinal structure functions shown
Fig. 6 have scaling exponents around 1; the nonhomo
neous configurations givez3

L larger than 1,; 1.13 and 1.2
for the u and l positions, respectively, whiled hasz3

L; 0.9.
Obviously, the small Reynolds number of thed configuration
results in poor scaling ofG3

L . In the two horizontal configu-
rations, one interpretation of the results might be that
large-scale energy transfer is enhanced, thus leading to
apparent scaling exponent that is significantly larger th
unity.

IV. COMPARISON OF DÄ2.05 AND DÄ2.17
FRACTAL OBJECTS

After having exposed the influence of the large-sc
structure of the objects on their wake, let us now system
cally compare the~apparent! inertial range scaling behavio
of the turbulent wakes of two objects, one with fractal d
mensionD52.05 and the other withD52.17.

We do this by presenting spectra, turbulent intensities

.

FIG. 7. Turbulence intensity profiles for the~a! D52.05 object
and~b! D52.17 object at different separationsx/L, all for the same
configurationl @see Fig. 1~b!#. The intensity of the turbulent wake
produced by theD52.17 object grows significantly stronger as w
move closer to the object.
6-4
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TURBULENT WAKES OF FRACTAL OBJECTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 066306 ~2003!
third-order structure functions for increasing separationsx/L
behind each object at a single orientationl, which was cho-
sen because its Reynolds number was typically a factor
larger than for the more homogeneous diagonal configura
d, and because it was least influenced by the support of
fractal object. For the object with fractal dimensionD
52.05, these distances arex/L51, 2 and 2.8, while for the
D52.17 case we havex/L51, 2, and 3. TheD52.17 object
is smaller (L526 cm) than that withD52.05 (L537 cm).
The turbulence intensity in the wakes of these two object
shown in Fig. 7. Although the difference in fractal dimensi
of the two objects is small, Fig. 7 demonstrates that th
wakes are very different. Close to the object atx/L51, the
wake of theD52.17 object is much more strongly turbule
and more inhomogeneous than that of theD52.05 object. A
remarkable difference is also the way in which the turb
lence intensity decreases with increasing distance: the tu
lence intensity behind the D52.17 object decreases muc
faster with increasing distance, seen in Fig. 7.

The evolution of the energy spectra with increasing d
tance from the objects is shown in Fig. 8. The energy sp
trum corresponding to theD52.17 object has a strongx/L
dependence in the range 1<x/L<3, which is absent in the
wake of theD52.05 object.

Not only does theD52.17 object create stronger turbu
lence~Fig. 7!, but it also distributes the turbulent energy ov
the scales in a different manner. Whilst at smallx/L separa-
tions, the spectrum of theD52.05 object has a cleark25/3

scaling, that of theD52.17 object has an apparentE(k)
;k2a, with a.5/3. Alternatively, the enhancement ofE(k)
at smallk of the D52.17 spectrum may be due to the infl
ence of large-scale shedding. We have checked that, in

FIG. 8. Comparison between compensated longitudinal spe
for two fractal objects~a! for the D52.05 object and~b! for the
2.17 object. The measurements are done in the lowerl configuration
at different separations behind the object.
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of the high turbulence intensities, minimal flow reversals o
cur at separationx/L51, while at x/L52 behind theD
52.17 object they are absent~flow reversals are also no
occurring at all other positions behind both objects wh
measurements are reported and the turbulence intensity
the order of 20%!.

Despite the relatively small size of the objects and
relatively small Reynolds numbers of their wakes, the thi
order longitudinal structure functions in Fig. 9 show cle
scaling behavior. For theD52.17 object, the longitudina
G3

L(r ) shows a marked dependence on the distancex/L of
the probe array to the fractal object. The scaling behavio
the wake behind theD52.17 object apparently changes wi
distancex/L. Such a change is virtually absent for theD
52.05 object and may be interpreted as a direct influenc
the scaling properties of the object on the scaling proper
of its wake. A caveat, however, is the small spectral g
which may give rise to a contamination of inertial ran
behavior by large scales, that is, the large-scale structur
the object. This contamination may be present in the spe
in Fig. 8 and may also affectG3

L . This is suggestively illus-
trated in Fig. 10, where we plot side by sideG3

L(r * ) and the
energy spectrum as a function of 1/k* . It is seen thatG3

L

shows similar structure at the same values 1/k* as the spec-
trum. We conclude that the change of scaling behavior w
the fractal dimension of the object should be interpreted w
great caution.

In Sec. III, we have seen that the dissipation range of
spectrum is independent of the object’s orientation and t
independent of the large-scale structure of the object. In
11, we plot the spectra of the wakes for theD52.05 and
D52.17 objects for various distancesx/L. The plot is done
such as to emphasize the approximate exponential beha

ra FIG. 9. Third-order structure functions measured for two frac
objects in configurationl at different separationsx/L ~a! for the
D52.05 object and~b! for the D52.17 fractal object.
6-5
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of the spectrum for dissipative scalesE* (k* );exp(2bk* ).
This well-known exponential behavior can be explained
assuming a linear relation between the energy and its d
pation @3#. In various experiments@4#, the exponentb was
found to beb.5.3.

Figure 11 shows a striking difference between the t
objects. Whereas the exponentb remains close to 5.3 for al
separations for theD52.05 object, it depends strongly o
x/L for the D52.17 case. Perhaps, this is a direct effect
the object’s fractal dimension, but now on dissipative sca

An important caveat is that, withx/L, the turbulence in-
tensity changes, too. As is evident from Table I, this chan
is much stronger for theD52.17 object than for theD
52.05 object, whereu8/U is approximately independent o
x/L.

We interpret measured spectra as wave number spe
through invocation of the Taylor’s hypothesis. As stated
Sec. I, this assumption is challenged more strongly when
turbulence intensity increases. A first correction to the m
sured spectra arises from the fluctuating partu8/U of the
velocity in translating time into spacex5(U1u8)t. Due to
fluctuations of the advection velocity, the velocity is n
longer sampled equidistantly in space and high wave num
corrections result. Assuming isotropic spectra, these cor
tions were worked out in Ref.@5# to first order inu82/U2, for
a measured spectrum with an exponential taile2bk* ,

Ereal~k* !5F12
1

2 S u8

U D 2S 22

9
1

10

3
bk*

1~bk* !2D GEmeas~k* !, ~2!

whereEreal is the underlying true spatial spectrum andEmeas

FIG. 10. Third-order compensated structure functions and
gitudinal compensated spectra for theD52.17 object. The horizon-
tal axis of the spectra is shown as a function of 1/k* .
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is the measured spectrum through the use of Taylo
hypothesis.1 Assuming an underlying spectrumEreal(k* )
with a shape that does not change with the turbulent inten
u8/U, Eq. ~2! predicts that the shape of the measured sp
trum Emeas(k* ) depends on the turbulence intensity. Act
ally, this dependence is such that the measuredb decreases
with increasing intensity, just as is observed in Fig. 11.
Fig. 12, we assume a real spectrum withE(k* );e25.3k* ,
compute its appearance in the turbulence levels encount
in our experiment and compare it to the actually measu
spectra. It appears that Eq.~2! can explain the measure
dependence ofb on u8/U albeit qualitatively rather than
quantitatively. It must be noted, however, that the turbulen
level in our experiment can be as high as 60%, whereas
~2! is only first-order in (u8/U)2.

These observations make it difficult to establish a dir
relation between the dissipative properties of the wake
the fractal dimension of the object, other than a trivial effe
of the increased turbulence intensity.

V. TURBULENT WAKE OF A TRUNCATED FRACTAL

In the preceding section we compared the turbulent wa
of two fractal objects that had different fractal dimension
We found significant differences between the wakes shed
these different fractal dimensions. A much cruder test is

1This relation holds for the one-dimensional projection of t
spectrum.

-
FIG. 11. Dissipative tails of the energy spectra for~a! D

52.05 object and~b! D52.17 object measured for configurationl
and different separationsx/L. The logarithmic-linear plot empha
sizes the approximate exponential behavior of turbulence spe
tails E* (k* );exp(2bk* ).
6-6
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compare these wakes to the wake shed by a nonfracta
ject. To this aim, we constructed an object that has the s
large-scale structure as theD52.17 object, but that lacks it
fractal structure, i.e., we stopped at the first iteration of
self-similar refinement. The large-scale dimensions of t
object are the same as those of theD52.17 fractal.

We studied the turbulent wake of this object through t
bulence measurements similar to those performed on f
tals. Accordingly, its scaling properties were investigated
the configurationl, at varying separations behind the obje
x/L51, 1.8, and 2.6.

The characteristics of the turbulent wakes are listed
Table I; while the Reynolds numbers are comparable to th
of the fractal objects, the turbulence intensities are sma
This clearly demonstrates that it is not their large-scale st
ture that makes fractal objects better turbulence genera
but their ~self-similar! refinement of length scales.

The inertial range scaling properties of the wake of
truncated fractal object are very different from those of
true fractal object. The third-order structure functions, sho
in Fig. 13, no longer depend on thex/L separation and now

FIG. 12. Comparison between the measured spectra tails
the D52.17 object and effects of correction to the Taylor hypo
esis. Full lines, measured spectra atx/L51 ~turbulence intensity
u8/U561%), x/L52 (u8/U534%), andx/L53 (u8/U520%).
Dashed lines, spectra computed from Eq.~2! by assuming an un-
derlying spectrumE* (k* );exp(2bk* ) with b55.3 at various tur-
bulence intensities.

FIG. 13. Third-order longitudinal structure functions measu
in the wake of a truncated fractal at separationsx/L51, 1.6, and 2.6
in configurationl. The dashed line is the2(4/5)r * exact result for
isotropic and homogeneous turbulence.
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have an apparent slopelessthan 1, compared to the structur
functions in Fig. 9~b!. In Fig. 14, we compare the larg
wave number behavior of the longitudinal spectra for th
positions x/L in the wake of the truncated fractal objec
These positions are comparable to those used for the
similar fractal objects in Fig. 11. As for the third-order stru
ture functions, also the dissipative tails of the spectra n
become independent of the separationx/L. This can only
partly be explained by the reduced turbulence intensities
the truncated fractal wake, which range fromu8/U50.25, at
the smallest separationx/L51, to u8/U50.12 at x/L
52.6.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We can clearly distinguish between the scaling proper
of turbulence stirred by a fractal object that has a range
refined scales and that of a truncated fractal. However,
self-similar fractals, we found it difficult to conclude a rela
tion between the dimension of the object~which quantifies
the manner of refinement! and the scaling properties of th
turbulent wake.

We have observed suggestive effects in the measu
spectra and structure functions, but they could not be firm
distinguished from the influence of the finite size of the o
jects. In order to achieve such clear distinction, we ne
larger Reynolds numbers and/or larger fractal objects tha
the windtunnel cross section. In this respect, it is interest
to point to recent work where a plane grid with a few sca
~but not a fractal! was found to produce high Reynolds num
bers~Ref. @6#!.

While we may not have yet achieved our goal, we ha
found a few remarkable large-scale properties of wakes s
by fractal objects. Vortex shedding off fractal objects ha
very weakly pronounced energy spectrum signature. I
even possible to rotate the fractal objects so as to nearly f
inhibit this vortex shedding signature but at the cost of ve
significantly lowering the Reynolds number of the turbulen

or
-

d

FIG. 14. Large wave number tails for the turbulent wake o
truncated fractal, measured in configurationl at three increasing
separationsx/L51,1.6, and 2.6, as indicated in the legend.
6-7
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in the wake. In our experiment, such an orientation had
effect of somehow shielding the largest-scale features of
fractals and resulted in a Reynolds number too low fo
well-defined scaling range to be seen in the third-order l
gitudinal structure function. It is puzzling, however, that t
energy spectrum of the lowest fractal dimension objectD
52.05) in that orientation does exhibit a decade of fai
well-definedk25/3 scaling.
,
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